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Article 89

1. Paragraph 1 (c)
   "The existence of any other situation arising externally."

2. Paragraph 3
   "3. The Members concerned shall inform the Organization generally informed at all stages of the process of any consultation or arbitration undertaken under this Charter."

Article 90

1. "Any question arising under Article 89 (1) (a) or (b) which is not satisfactorily settled," etc. (An alternative for writing a new provision in Article 92 would be to alter this language so as to read: "Any question arising under Article 89 (1) (a) or (b) which is not satisfactorily adjusted by consultation or arbitration held pursuant to Article 89 or other provisions of this Charter and any question," etc.

2. The last line of the paragraph to read: "It shall then take such of the following steps as may be appropriate:" (The word "or" in the sub-paragraphs of paragraph 2 would then be deleted.)

3. Paragraph 2 (v)
   Substitute the word "satisfactory" for the word "general".
   Add the following as Article 90, paragraph 2, sub-paragraph (vi):
   "take any action authorized under any other provision of the Charter."

4. Add the following sentence at the end of Article 90, paragraph 4:
   "It may also refer any question arising, under this Chapter to an appropriate Commission of the Organization."

Article 90 (A), Paragraph 1

1. Add the following after the first sentence:
   "Members shall be entitled to act in accordance with any action, decision or recommendation of the Executive Board under paragraph 2 or 3 of Article 90,
of Article 90, unless such review by the Conference has been asked by a Member concerned."

2. Paragraph 3

Alter the second sentence of paragraph 3 to read:
"The Conference, when proposing measures considering questions arising under Article 89 (i) (b) or (c) Article 90 (2) (v) or reviewing action by the Executive Board under that sub-paragraph, may authorize a similar release of a Member or Members, to the extent and upon such conditions as will achieve the objects set out in that sub-paragraph Article 90 (2) (v)."